
Background of the “Special Prayer Gatherings for Inheriting Heavenly Fortune and Fulfilling 
Wishes” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On February 23, 2004 True Parents said, “Heung Jin Nim and Dae Mo Nim, mobilize the 
absolute good spirits and help Japan for the sake of fulfilling the mission of the Mother Nation.”  
Dae Mo Nim toured 12 cities in Japan in March and April to receive from Unificationists and 
their guests letters in which they especially asked Heaven’s help with their personal concerns.  
These letters were called “Fulfillment of Wishes papers.”  Each participant made both financial 
offerings and spiritual conditions of sincerity as a foundation for receiving the special grace of 
assistance from the billions of absolute good spirits* who accompanied Dae Mo Nim on this 
tour.   As a result of the success of this tour, Dae Mo Nim returned to Japan in September for 
more such events.   (*Absolute good spirits are those who have completed Heung Jin Nim’s 100-
day workshop and in the process have cleansed themselves of their personal sins through 
repentance and sincere effort.  After their descendants participated in the Blessing ceremony on 
their behalf, their original sin was removed through receiving the holy wine.  Now they  need to 
assist persons on earth as part of the responsibility they must fulfill in order to grow.) 
 
True Parents recently asked Dae Mo Nim to bring this providence to the United States.   
 
This “Fulfillment of Wishes” providence is a new opportunity for spiritual liberation from the 
accumulated burdens of sinful history in our lineages.  Heaven will focus on solving the spiritual 
causes of the problems that we describe in our letters to God.   
 
Our responsibility 
 
We know that True Parents themselves laid the foundation for the Cheong Pyeong providence at 
great personal cost and have guided it from its beginning in February 1994.  For each event in 
the Cheong Pyeong providence, Dae Mo Nim, Heung Jin Nim and Hoon Mo Nim make intense, 
even severe, ongoing spiritual conditions to prevent accusation from the satanic realm.   
 
In order to inherit the benefit that Heavenly Father and True Parents urgently want to bequeath to 
us, Divine Principle teaches that we, too, must make conditions of faith and substance.   The 
benefit that can be received is impacted by the sincerity and gratitude with which we make these 
conditions.  Due to the sins accumulated over 6,000 years, God cannot just give us blessing 

“Once you go down the path to the spirit world you can never return, no 
matter how much you may strike the ground in lamentation.  Once in the 
spirit world, a person cannot do anything on his own about the sins he 
committed while on earth.  So your ancestors are now observing your life in 
tears, waiting for an opportunity to help you in a way that indemnifies their 
sins.  I am telling you clearly that thousands, even tens of thousands of your 
ancestors’ eyes are watching your every step and every action, sometimes 
with tears of heartbreak and other times with joy.  Is there still anyone who 
cannot believe the reality of the spirit world?”  

 (True Father’s speech, May 1, 2004, 50th anniversary of HSA-UWC) 
 
 



without some condition on our part – otherwise Satan could interfere.  In reality our conditions 
are very small compared to what is needed to receive the blessing that God can now pour out.  It 
can be compared to offering a penny and receiving a fortune in return.   
 
Now that Heavenly Father can freely descend to earth since the Crown of Peace Ceremonies, His 
passionate and desperate heart to restore humanity is being advanced through this “Fulfillment of 
Wishes” providence.  As one sister shared after the blessed wives’ 40-day workshop, Heavenly 
Father is tearfully crying out to us, “I have so much to share with you, but you can’t hear me!”  
Truly He is anxious for us to respond wholeheartedly to this opportunity to cleanse historical sin 
and solve the spiritual and physical problems that disrupt all our lives.  Then He will be able to 
come closer to our families in true love.  This providence not only liberates us but also brings 
liberation to Heavenly Father’s suffering heart.   
 
Please consider together with your family what internal conditions you wish to make in 
preparation for the “Special Prayer Gatherings for Inheriting Heavenly Fortune and Fulfillment 
of Wishes” and also how you can prepare the external condition of financial offering.  The unity 
of each family in making these preparations is itself a condition for Heaven to work.  Let us offer 
our efforts with the heart to say, “Heavenly Father, I want to offer this condition.  I know that it 
isn’t much, but I want to make an offering to you to prepare for this event.  Please receive this as 
a demonstration of my gratitude and sincerity to do my best to be your true son/daughter.” 
 
(For example, for the liberation of ancestors, the suggested conditions are 21 days of prayer, a 
kyung bae condition or breakfast fast each day. But plan a condition that you can sincerely offer 
according to your situation.) 
 
Content of the letters  
 
Your letters may address any physical and spiritual problems. You should write as a prayer and 
request to God directly.   Some examples: illness, infertility, emotional struggles, difficulties 
between husbands and wives, alienation between parents and children, lack of faith, financial 
hardship, request for inspiration and spiritual assistance for witnessing to your tribe, etc.  There 
is no limit to the number of letters you may write.  It is most efficacious to write one letter for 
each particular concern. 
 
 (NOTE:  The letters are not for requesting liberation of ancestors.  That is only done through 
the ancestor liberation ceremony, a separate event.)   
 
Dae Mo Nim will suggest a financial offering for each letter.  However, if a problem is 
particularly troublesome and persistent in your lineage, you may want to give more.   


